
WRITE A SHORT NOTE ON CHILD LABOUR

It will also help small kids and children to write or recite paragraphs in simple words and small sentences. Students can
select any paragraph on child labour.

They children of years should be provided free and compulsory education by the state government. In this way
adult will get job and children will be free from child labour. Boys and girls were victims of industrial
accidents on a daily basis. In developing countries, the rate of the child labour is high because of the poverty,
low level awareness for education and poor schooling opportunities. Department of Labor issued a List of
Goods Produced by Child Labor or Forced Labor , where China was attributed 12 goods the majority of which
were produced by both underage children and indentured labourers. Another factor that influenced child
labour was the demographic changes that occurred in the eighteenth century. They should not be abused and
forced by economic necessity. We cannot hope for true growth and prosperity until and unless our young
generation is safe and healthy in every way. Both were adopted as the general development programmes in
order to benefit the children of age group years. Child Labour Essay 6 words Children are conserved as the
most important asset of their country however improper understanding of the parents and poverty making
them the reason for the weakness of the country instead of being the power of the country. According to the
International Labor Organization, it is found that around million children age group years are working in the
hazardous and extremely exploitative field as they belong to the extremely poor family. Let me know what
you think about this article. Violating the regulations about the child labor has also provided the way to
enlarge this problem in developing nations. Small children get involved in the child labor in order to increase
income of their family to manage two times food. Africa has the highest percentage of children aged 5â€”17
employed as child labour, and a total of over 65 million. Even when schools are sometimes available, they are
too far away, difficult to reach, unaffordable or the quality of education is so poor that parents wonder if going
to school is really worth it. Solutions to Child Labour: The Government is working close with social agencies
and common public to solve the issues of child labour. Child labour is a blot or curse which has laid its
stranglehold across the country in such a way that despite the efforts of the administration, the practice of child
labour is still prevalent in society. Child Labour Paragraph 7 Children are considered as the future of nation.
Moreover, the existing laws pertaining to child labor must have, and if required, a proper amendment should
be made to the Child Labor Act to stop the social evil system. Essay on Child Labour â€” Essay 5 Words
Child labor is illegal exploitation of children below the age  This is about 20 million less than ILO estimate for
child labourers in 


